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Post-Adam Smith Capitalism 

An Inquiry into the Origins of Great Depression II 

 

The division  between the rich and the poor came about only when society became rich enough to support it. Now 

the division between the rich and the poor is passing away because society has become too rich to support it. 

Introduction 

It seems that the cause of Great Depression II is that the U.S. economy does not have enough 

money. The biggest bank failures in history happened in the financial crisis of September, 2008. 

Millions of jobs were lost. Millions of homes were foreclosed. Millions more remain threatened. 

Human services like public education have suffered severe budget cuts. Republicans and 

Democrats lock horns in a nonsensical debate over Federal debt—as if there were not enough 

money! 

The truth is the opposite of appearance. There is too much money. What an absurdity! It is post-

Adam Smith capitalism. 

Adam Smith lived in the eighteenth century. He is a very important thinker in history. Capitalism 

was as yet little developed. He said the new system of production of goods for market exchange, 

still emerging from feudalism, would work because the market is objectively a system of equal 

exchange of values; that is, the mere fact of market exchange does not alter value. 

Post-Adam Smith capitalism is the condition whereby equal market exchange is overwhelmed by 

fraud, extortion, gambling, swindling, and financial wrongdoing of all types. It comes about 

because there is too much money capital. More specifically, there is too much interest-bearing 

capital. The United States is now in the stage of post-Adam Smith capitalism. It did not happen 

all at once. It came about through a shifting of balances over decades. 

The financial crisis of 2008 was triggered by the collapse of the housing bubble. The bubble, 

which began in 1997, is symptomatic of post-Adam Smith capitalism. For a decade or so, 

starting around 1996, trillions of dollars were forced into the U.S. mortgage market over and 

above what properties were worth. It was price-fixing on an unheard-of scale. In theory, that’s 

illegal. 

The lenders knew many millions of the mortgages they extended could not be repaid. 

Historically such a thing was unthinkable. The lenders did it anyway. They did it because they 

had too much money. The capitalists lost control of their own system. In 2008 the entire financial 

system of the United States was thrown into crisis, leading to Great Depression II.  

Market chaos is everywhere. Banks and financial companies are subject to no regulation. There 

are laws on the books against the things they do but the laws don’t matter. They throw burdens 

from their business losses onto the backs of the masses. Financial companies rake in the billions. 

Meanwhile unemployment rises to 1930s levels. 
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The social effects are catastrophic. The military-industrial complex, the medical-industrial 

complex, and the prison-industrial complex exist because of post-Adam Smith capitalism. By 

official estimate a sixth of the U.S. population lives in poverty. Even that is a serious 

underestimate. Tens of millions lack adequate financial coverage for medical care. 

Unemployment is epidemic. One child in four is classified as food-insecure. The United States 

has by far the highest rate of imprisonment and the most people imprisoned in the world. 

Domestic income polarization and broad declines of living standards are also characteristics of 

post-Adam Smith capitalism. 

There are international consequences as well. Whole countries are devastated by U.S. 

imperialism, and by other imperialist countries in ever-worsening crisis. Millions have died in 

Iraq and Congo. Nobody even keeps count in Afghanistan. There are many more examples. 

How can there be too much money when human needs are so grievously unmet? But the 

appalling human toll is inseparable from the accumulation of too much money! It is insanity. 

The usual explanation that “greed” caused housing bubble and the crisis of 2008 is no 

explanation at all. If a dam collapses and a town below is devastated, no one will accept it if the 

cause is given as “water.” “Greed” is the capitalists’ own explanation of the mortgage bubble. Of 

course they’re greedy. They’re proud of it! It is right to be angry with the capitalists because 

they’re so greedy, but to stop there accomplishes nothing. Nobody can do a thing about “greed.”  

Explanations based on personal motives are useless. They cannot explain chaos. 

The causes of crisis must be found in terms of the social relation called “capital.” The masses of 

the people can only act effectively when they have knowledge of the destructive, chaotic, and 

antisocial nature of capital.  

The scope of inquiry is the period 1948-2007. The economy had made its post-World War II 

adjustments and met no crisis of the depth of 2008 during this time. The intent is to discover how 

major crisis emerged from an extended time of relatively untroubled development.  

The focus of the inquiry is on the domestic economy. International aspects of the U.S. economy 

are conditioned on the basis of the domestic economy. They can only be analyzed once the 

domestic problems are investigated. 

We Make Things Here 

There is too much money capital. No place to put it all. How did it happen? First, money is a 

store of the value created in production. But, as we all know, “we don’t make anything here 

anymore.” How can there be too much money if we don’t make anything here?  

The answer is that we do make things here. The idea that we don’t comes from misleading 

appearances. For one thing, worker productivity is very high. In 2007 there were slightly fewer 

manufacturing workers in the United States than in 1948 but the population had more than 

doubled. Proportionately there are fewer manufacturing workers. That gives the impression that 
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there is less production. In fact there is more production because worker productivity has risen 

tremendously over the six decades. 

It is possible to make a usable estimate of the total annual capital that goes into goods-producing 

sectors of the economy. The value of all fixed capital, intermediate inputs of goods and services, 

wages and salaries, devoted in a given year to the production of tangible goods is given in tables 

published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA.) The Bea is a division of the Department 

of Commerce. The tables, called the I-O Use Tables*, set forth the accounting for the official 

figure of gross domestic product.  The tables are based on the North American Industrial 

Classification System (NAICS.)  

Under NAICS the BEA defines five goods-producing sectors. They are: agriculture, which 

includes forestry and fishing; mining, which includes oil and gas extraction; utilities; 

construction; and manufacturing. 

The derivation of GDP from 1998 through 2009 is set forth by the BEA in its I-O Use Tables.  

These tables lump fixed costs and what Marx calls circulating capital together as intermediate 

inputs. Wages and salaries are lumped together under the separate heading of compensation.  

The problem with the BEA’s “compensation” heading is that it includes the part of salaries that 

exceed wages as a capital input. But that part of salaries is drawn from profits. It is a capital 

output, not an input. If 10% is allowed for the overage—it is most likely in the 5% to 7% 

range—the numbers are still stupendous. The unadjusted numbers are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Intermediate Inputs and Compensation of U.S. Production, Current Dollars, 1998-2009 
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$6.55 trillion went into intermediate inputs and compensation in production in 2008. No other 
country had a GDP that high! GDP is output, not input, but it’s still an instructive comparison. 
That ends the myth that “we don’t make anything here anymore.” 

Between 1998 and 2009, production capital increased by almost 41% in current dollars. Much of 
that was inflation. The secret of the “jobless recovery” after 2002 is visible in the chart, however. 

                                                             

* Posted at http://bea.gov/industry/io_annual.htm 
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The trillion-dollar rise of capitalization from 2002 to 2005, even as employment fell sharply, 
indicates strong productivity gains. 

We now return to the main line of the analysis. 

 

Production, Capital Expansion and Crisis 

Capitalism is the system of dominance of commodity production. Commodities are goods 

produced for sale on the market, not for the immediate consumption of the producers.  

To repeat: the market system must be one of equal exchange of value. Mere exchange in the 

marketplace neither increases nor decreases value. The principle of market equitability is 

understood by Adam Smith (1723—1790) and all economists after him, as fundamental to 

capitalism.  

Capitalism as it we know today is based on industrial manufacturing. Without industrial 

manufacturing there is no modern economy of any kind. The first steam-powered spinning mill 

went into operation in Britain in 1785. At that point capitalism emerged as a fully formed 

system, but in its infancy.  

Capital expands itself only at the point of production of tangible commodities. That is, capital 

reproduces itself and it expands itself at the point of production. Both functions are realized in 

the form of commodities, goods for market sale. Nowhere else can, or does, capital expand. 

Services do not expand capital. Service outcomes are direct use-values, or end-values, like a 

haircut, that cannot be exchanged in the marketplace for money. Finance does not create a cent 

of value in and of itself, nor is it an end value. It is eternally restless in search of profit. 

Only production of commodities (goods for sale) creates value. Take for example a billion-dollar 

capital expenditure by GFC Motors Corporation. The money goes into fixed capital like plant 

and equipment, purchases of intermediate goods, and employment of wage workers and other 

personnel. The outcome is vehicles in the shipping lot, ready for market.  

The initially extended capital reappears in the value of the vehicles—but not the total value. The 

vehicles are worth more than a billion dollars. 

The question occurs to Smith as to how profit is gained in commodity production. Fixed costs, 

the costs of intermediate goods in production, and labor costs must all go into the price of 

finished goods at their actual values, that much and no more. GFC spends a billion dollars total 

for plant and equipment, purchased parts and materials, labor and other employment costs . . .  

how can those vehicles be worth more than a billion dollars if there is equal exchange of value 

throughout?  

Smith can’t figure it out. He sees that under capitalism, the system of universal commodity 

production, the propertyless worker has only one commodity to sell—labor. Smith sees the cost 

of one day’s labor is what a worker needs to live and raise a family for one day, no more and no 

less. He can’t get any farther. 
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Karl Marx (1818—1883) sees things that elude Smith. He sees that the worker exchanges living 

labor-power for wages, or money paid at a time-rate. “Labor” is the outcome of labor-power 

exerted for a definite period of time. The capitalist gets the money to pay wages from past, dead 

labor. Now, the advanced forces of modern production are very powerful. Only a fraction of the 

working day’s labor-power creates enough value to meet the worker’s needs for the full day. 

Thus the necessary labor time and the working day are two unrelated quantities. For example a 

worker might create the value of a day’s wages in two hours of a ten-hour day. Part of the 

working day’s labor-power is paid, and part unpaid. “And here at last,” says Marx, “we see how 

money becomes capital.” Two hours of the day are paid labor and eight hours are unpaid labor. 

Hence also in this case, a 400% rate of exploitation—the unpaid time is 400% of the paid time. 

The rate of exploitation in general is a resultant of living standards and the level of development 

of the forces of production. 

GFC Motors’ billion-dollar investment is the property of the capitalists concerned. The 

additional value created in production also belongs to the capitalists, the workers having signed 

off on their wages. The result is capital has expanded itself. That is the whole object of the 

exercise. 

Hence wage labor is a contradiction. The worker is paid in equal exchange for his or her labor-

power. The worker is nonetheless exploited. Marx calls the value-product of the unpaid time 

“surplus-value.” The contradiction in the extraction of surplus-value generates of all other 

contradictions of capitalism. The theory of surplus-value is the cornerstone of Marxist political 

economy, the point upon which it parts company with bourgeois, or conventional, political 

economy. 

The labor theory of value is another cornerstone of Marxist political economy, but it was not 

originated by Marx. Smith held to the labor theory of value. Bourgeois political economy later 

abandoned the labor theory of value at the cost of any coherent analysis of the relations between 

production and finance. 

The wage system lays the foundation of general market equitability. Labor time in production is 

the measure of commodity value. One product costs a thousand dollars and another a hundred 

dollars because the labor time for production and distribution of the first is about ten times that 

of the second, and so on.  

Marx’ insight into surplus-value completes the description of Adam Smith capitalism: profit is 

derived from extraction of surplus-value, the sole source of capital expansion, which is an 

equitable market process. 

That doesn’t mean the capitalism is an equitable social system. Capitalist production is a social 

process. Ownership of the forces of production becomes concentrated in a few hands and 

becomes a social power. Labor becomes social labor through widespread cooperation and 

division of labor. But the means of production—the factories, farms, mines, etc.—are privately 
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owned. The producers are divorced from the forces of production. So is the output, the product. 

The object is profit. Capital is a social relation: production is social but ownership is private. * 

Of course profit is also found by swindling, fraud, and the like. They are endlessly popular 

features of capitalism. But the capacity to keep these enjoyments within limits is conditional, not 

absolute. “The market must be continually extended, so that its interrelations and the conditions 

regulating them assume more and more the form of a natural law independent of the producers 

and become ever more uncontrollable.” † 

Capital’s competition for profit leads to a sharing-out of surplus value in all branches of the 

economy in proportion to the capital invested, according to prevailing rates of profit. 

For instance if the general rate of return on capital is 5% and the rate of return on capital in retail 

sales is 10%, there will be an influx of capital to the point where retail’s return drops to 5%. 

The sharing-out of surplus value in proportion to investment is generally based on market 

equitability.  It would not be possible if value did not originate in production governed by equal 

exchange of value. So long as profit traces to production it has a generally objective and 

consistent standard. Capitalism could never have become world-dominant otherwise. 

The necessary minimum price of labor power varies widely from country to country according to 

circumstances. Workers in the United States are paid at a far higher level than workers in India. 

It is necessary that workers be paid more if the economy is to expand. If U.S. workers were 

reduced to the wage levels of Indian workers the whole economy would collapse in two minutes. 

The depth of the present crisis is shown by the determination of quite a few U.S. capitalists to do 

exactly that.  

Even when profit traces back to production contradictions arise. When commodities are sold the 

capitalist has more money than before. If more money is to become more capital, it must be 

reinvested. The problem is that there are obstacles.  

The workers’ ability to consume the social product is limited by their incomes. Wages are just 

enough to get along at the prevailing socially necessary minimum. “My paycheck is spent before 

I even see it” is the eternal complaint of the working class. Under the circumstances there are 

always too many commodities, more production than the market can consume. By the same 

token there is always overproduction of means of production. Advances in worker productivity, 

another motion inherent to capitalism, intensify these contradictions. Time and again over the 

history of capitalism, one way or another, the result has been crisis.   

                                                             

* It may be argued that on the family small farm the producers own the means of production. But capitalism steadily 
eliminates the family small farm. It has almost disappeared in the United States. The family farms that still exist are 
often medium sized businesses run mainly on hired labor.  
† Capital, Vol. 3, Ch. 15 
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The conflicts and crises of capitalism don’t go away as the forces of production develop. They 

get worse. There are more wars, more prison and prisoners, more hungry children, more 

swindles, more bubbles, more and worse economic crises. 

“In these crises there breaks out an epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would have seemed an 

absurdity—the epidemic of over-production. Society suddenly finds itself put back into a state of 

momentary barbarism. It appears as if a famine, a universal war of devastation, had cut off the 

supply of every means of subsistence. Industry and commerce seem to be destroyed; and why? 

Because there is too much civilization, too much means of subsistence, too much industry, too 

much commerce.” (Manifesto of the Communist Party) 

 

Monopoly and Finance Capital 

Capital long ago reached the stage of monopoly. Entire countries are dominated by a handful of 

huge financial institutions. The global Financial Stability Board (without doubt the most 

important organization no one has ever heard of) identifies 29 “systemically important financial 

institutions” around the world that between them hold around $47 trillion in assets. * In Marx’ 

time there was a distinction between bank and industrial capital. Today there is only finance 

capital. The functional distinctions drawn by Marx retain their validity, however. 

Finance provides means for a general distribution of profit, derived from the extraction of 

surplus-value in production. The sharing out of surplus value is worked out in proportion to 

capital investment; and this process can in its turn only be equitable if it is based on claims on 

production.  

The proportion of capital that goes back into production decreases over time. The trend is due to 

the development of the forces of production and growth of worker productivity, subject to the 

limitations imposed by wage labor exploitation. The problem is not due to production in any 

absolute sense. It is due to the specifically capitalist mode of production. 

The demand for profit greatly outstrips production not because production stagnates but because 

it develops. One of the most important consequences of the development of the forces of 

production is the tendency of the rate of profit to fall in relation to total investment. 

                                                             

* “Fitch Warns Banks Must Raise $566 Billion in New Capital” by Mark Scott, New York Times, May 17, 2012 
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/05/17/fitch-warns-banks-must-raise-566-billion-in-new-capital/?ref=todayspaper 
The 29 global SIFI’s are: Bank of America, Bank of China, Bank of New York Mellon, Banque Populaire CdE, 
Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup, Commerzbank, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Dexia, Goldman Sachs, Group 
Crédit Agricole, HSBC, ING Bank, JP Morgan Chase, Lloyds Banking Group, Mitsubishi UFJ FG, Mizuho FG, 
Morgan Stanley, Nordea, Royal Bank of Scotland, Santander, Société Générale, State Street , Sumitomo Mitsui FG, 
UBS, Unicredit Group, Wells Fargo.  

The problems arising from the rebranding of the deutschemark as the euro show conclusively that financial 
concentration, however great in scale, is in no way an “international merger of capital.” The fashionable notion of 
“globalization” means nothing more than loss of sovereignty of smaller or poorer countries, whether by economic or 
military means. 
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Tendency of the Rate of Profit to Fall 

Capitalism is compelled to increase productivity because it creates a competitive advantage. 

More and more capital goes into plant and equipment. The organization of the work process is 

improved. Less labor goes into a given quantity of commodities. They become cheaper. Since 

less labor-power is needed, less surplus-value is extracted for a given amount of production. 

 Capital costs rise, the extraction of surplus-value falls: hence profit falls in proportion to total 

capital investment. An example is found in a news story about Revere Copper Products in Rome, 

NY. * Over the last two decades up to the present the work force dropped from 450 to 360. The 

time required to turn a 22,000 pound (10 metric tonnes) cake of copper into sheet metal products 

dropped from three weeks to three days. The given numbers compound to an increase of 

productivity by 625%. That’s kind of rough but we will stick to it for purposes of illustration. A 

625% increase in productivity means that today only 4 hours of labor-power can be exploited for 

surplus-value, where once 25 hours were exploited. Relative to total investment, the rate of profit 

tends to drop. 

Perhaps the drop in labor hours can be compensated by keeping prices high enough. Suppose that 

in spite of increased productivity, prices remain the same. For the sake of illustration we will 

equate surplus-value and profit, neglecting other factors like debt service and inflation that do 

not affect the argument in principle. 

We take constant capital—fixed costs, plus materials, etc.—to be 100. It is called constant capital 

because the costs go unchanged into prices. Higher pricing would be a competitive disadvantage. 

Lower would cut into profits. 

Wages are a dollar an hour. The 1992 rate of exploitation is 400%.  That means the 25 hours of 

1992 labor time break down to 5 hours paid, which is a capital cost, and 20 hours unpaid.  Now: 

since one fifth of labor time is paid, the time paid in 2012 is one fifth of 4, or 4/5 = .8 hour. 

Finally, the value-product is the sum of total capital expenditure plus surplus-value. If the prices 

of the goods remain the same in spite of increased productivity the result is as follows: 

Table 1: Constant Prices per Unit of Production 

 

 

 

                                                             

* “Subsidies Aid Rebirth in U.S. Manufacturing,” by Louis Uchitelle, The New York Times, 10 May 2012 
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/11/business/subsidies-aid-rebirth-in-us-manufacturing.html?pagewanted=all 

 Capital    

Year Constant Wages Total Surplus-value Value-product Rate of Profit 

1992 100 5 105 20 125 16.0% 

2012 100 0.8 100.8 20 120.8 16.6% 
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As long as prices remain the same, increased productivity results in an increased rate of profit. 

The increase is small because it derives from so much less labor time. But prices don’t remain 

the same. 

What actually happens is that prices decrease.  Other manufacturers make comparable 

improvements. Production costs drop and prices drop because of competition. The result is more 

like this: 

Table 2: Reduced Prices per Unit of Production 

 Capital    

Year Constant Wages Total Surplus-value Value-product Rate of Profit 

1992 100 5 105 20 125 16.0% 

2012 100 0.8 100.8 3.2 104 3.1% 

Again, the general fall in the rate of profit is tendential. For instance, constant capital might 

decrease. That would offset the fall in the rate of profit. On the scale of the United States 

economy, and over decades, the general tendency is strongly prevalent. 

Pricing exceptions can be disastrous. An example is the Big Oil monopoly pricing of petroleum, 

an essential natural resource. The results include atrocities like the destruction of Iraq and the BP 

drilling spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Competitive pricing might reduce the hazards. The housing 

bubble is another disastrous outcome of price-fixing by monopoly.  

Revere currently makes an annual profit of about $1 million on annual revenue of $450 million, 

a tiny margin. That is only gained with the help of an electrical power subsidy by New York 

State, and by concessions on pay and working conditions from the United Auto Workers. 

 It also testifies to the debt service extracted by finance capital. Debt service puts an intense 

squeeze on surplus value. Production generally can no longer meet the profit demands of 

accumulated interest-bearing capital. Profit must be gained by means other than value-creation. 

Exchange of equal value in the marketplace is systematically replaced by swindling, thievery, 

extortion, gambling, etc. The result is the stage of market chaos, the stage of post-Adam Smith 

capitalism.  

One hallmark of this stage is the overthrow of all regulation of the financial system. The Glass-

Steagall Act was passed in 1933 to eliminate bank conflicts of interest, as fraud and 

embezzlement are politely known, but it was repealed in 1999. The Federal Reserve Board and 

the Security and Exchange Commission are run by the same banks they are supposed to regulate 

and the bond rating agencies like Moody’s are paid by the companies whose bonds they rate. 
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Market chaos drives political chaos. The Bill of Rights is largely abandoned—Muslims face 

religious persecution, political activists face repression for thought-crimes, rights to privacy 

vanish, the torture becomes commonplace in the prison-industrial complex and in the “war on 

terror,” outright lunacy moves from the far right to the center of the political stage. 

Interest-bearing Capital 

The next thing is to see how interest-bearing capital can pile up over time. We have already seen 

how capital reproduces and expands itself in production.  

Interest-bearing capital can continue to demand profit long after its origins in production have 

been consumed, however. It is not capital at all in the sense of value creation. It is, rather, title to 

future claims on production.  

Marx lumps loan capital (debt) and stock market shares (equity) together as interest-bearing 

capital. To some this may seem an apples-to-oranges comparison. However, Warren Buffett also 

sees an intimate connection between debt and equity. He says government interest rates   

. . . act on financial valuations the way gravity acts on matter: The higher the rate, the greater the 

downward pull. That's because the rates of return that investors need from any kind of investment 

are directly tied to the risk-free rate that they can earn from government securities. So if the 

government rate rises, the prices of all other investments must adjust downward, to a level that 

brings their expected rates of return into line. Conversely, if government interest rates fall, the 

move pushes the prices of all other investments upward. * 

Interest on debt has no necessary relation to production. A bond is title to an expected periodic 

return with repayment of capital at maturity. Differing interest rates reflect nothing more than 

different levels of risk. Whether or not the money is advanced for production makes no 

difference. 

A mortgage is productive capital to the extent that it repays construction costs. At some point the 

costs of construction have been returned with interest. Subsequent mortgage activity can only 

gain interest as a demand on other productive activity. Interest-bearing capital perpetuates itself 

and accumulates in this way, without any relation to production. At the end of 2011 total home 

mortgage debt outstanding in the United States stood at $9.4 trillion.†  

Sometimes loan capital represents no capital at all, as in the case of government debt. The 

government spends the money. It is gone, but the debt lives on. It returns interest until the date of 

maturity. Then it returns to life, an accumulation that is the ghost of spent money. The Federal 

                                                             

* Posted as of May, 2012 at http://www.gurufocus.com/stock-market-valuations.php 

†
 Federal Reserve System statistical release Z.1, Table D.3, March 8, 2012 
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Reserve gives the amount of domestically-owned state and federal debt at the end of 2011 as 

$13.5 trillion. Several trillion more of federal debt is owned by foreign investors. 

The scale and the growth of domestically held U.S. debt in recent decades is shown in Figure 2. 

The significance of the growth is indicated by the percent comparison of total domestic debt to 

gross domestic product. In 1980 the total debt was 162% of GDP. In 2010 it was 345% of GDP. 

The proportion more than doubled during the thirty years. 

 Figure 2: Mortgage Debt Outstanding, GDP, and Total Debt Outstanding, 1980-2010 
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 Source: Federal Reserve Statistical Release Z.1, March 10, 2011, table D.3 

Turning to equities, stock market share prices vary independently of operating capital. A share of 

stock is title to a share of profit. The valuations are openly fictional, or notional. If ABZ Latest 

and Greatest Thing Corporation reports better than expected quarterly earnings its share price 

goes up. If it has 100 shares outstanding, trading at $5, its total market capitalization is figured at 

$500. After the favorable announcement on earnings some shares trade at $6. The total market 

capitalization increase to $600, but the company’s operating capital is unaffected. 

If a competitor comes out with an Even Later and Even Greater Greatest Thing Ever, as often 

happens in the technology sector, ABZ’s share prices tumble. Again ABZ’s operating capital is 

unaffected. 

Conventional, or bourgeois, political economy denies that stock market valuations are titles to 

profit. It says financial markets are the vehicle by which the real valuation of the assets of an 

enterprise is found. Stock markets unfortunately don’t behave like that. In the late 1990s 

Microsoft returned profits at about 40% of total revenues. If General Motors returned profits in 

the same period of time at 4% of total revenue it was a good year. MS’ total market 

capitalization at the time ran in excess of $400 billion, several times greater than that of GM. The 

difference in MS’ favor had nothing to do with assets.  
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A great many similar comparisons disprove the idea that stock market capitalizations are based 

on assets. Note that Buffett also speaks of stock market investment as priced according to 

expectations of profit. 

Marx summarizes interest-bearing capital in these words: 

All this paper actually represents nothing more than accumulated claims, or legal titles, to future 

production whose money or capital value represents either no capital at all, as in the case of state 

debts, or is regulated independently of the value of real capital which it represents. 

In all countries based on capitalist production, there exists in this form an enormous quantity of 

so-called interest-bearing capital, or moneyed capital. And by accumulation of money-capital 

nothing more, in the main, is connoted than an accumulation of these claims on production, an 

accumulation of the market-price, the illusory capital-value of these claims. * 

The notorious “money chasing money” games of Wall Street are evidence of the extent of the 
accumulation of interest-bearing capital, and of its unsupportable claims on production. Lately 
there is the news of JP Morgan Chase Bank’s $2-$4 billion trading losses out of $100 billion or 
so staked. Chase CEO James Dimon, formerly the very Pope of High Finance, has lost his aura 
of infallibility.  

Nothing as crudely material as production or actual value creation is involved. The money only 
changes hands from one high-stakes roller to another. Yet speculative losses can disrupt the 
whole system of production. “Interest-bearing capital, in general, is the fountainhead of all 
manner of insane forms, so that debts, for instance, can appear to the banker as commodities.” 
(ibid.)  

Marx speaks of interest-bearing capital “in the main.” What exceptions can that mean? It could 
mean capital devoted to production, at the beginning of Marx’ formula M�C�M' (Money M 
goes into production, becomes commodities C, which go to market and become M ', increased 
money.) In this case the original value is reproduced and expanded. Nothing about the outcome 
is fictional. 

Under the conditions of monopoly capital a great deal of interest-bearing capital goes into 
production. For example in 2006 the Ford Motor Company raised $23 billion from a bond issue 
in order to revamp its entire product line. The mortgage market was already collapsing, leading 
to the crisis of 2008. Ford’s huge assumption of debt worked out well for the company. It sailed 
through the credit crisis just fine. General Motors and Chrysler had to be rescued by government 
bailouts, but not Ford because it was already flush with borrowed money.  

The credit system is not a matter of someone “living beyond their means.” It is a way to invest 
interest-bearing capital. Furthermore, debt service distributes surplus value to different branches 
of the economy. The aforementioned Table D.3 gives total business debt outstanding in the 
United States at the end of 2011 as $11.6 trillion.  

                                                             

*
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The problem is that there is little capital in production in comparison to the accumulated interest-
bearing capital. A quick comparison gives some idea of the scale of the problem. The Fed’s 
Table D.3 sets total domestic debt in non-financial sectors at $38.3 trillion at the end of 2011. It 
gives a figure of $13.6 trillion debt for domestic financial sectors—a pretty dodgy area, but we 
will go with it. Finally it lists $2.3 trillion of foreign-owned debt in the United States. It all 
comes to a tidy $54.1 trillion. 

Turning to total stock market capitalizations, Wikipedia prices the New York Stock Exchange at 
$14.2 trillion at the end of 2011, and the NASDAQ at $4.5 trillion in January of 2012, which 
adds up to $18.7 trillion. * 

Assuming no significant overlaps among these sectors, we get a total of $72.8 trillion of interest-
bearing capital on or about the end of 2011.  There is no presumption that this figure is complete. 

The BEA’s figures give a total of intermediate inputs plus compensation in all sectors of 
production was $5.51 trillion at the end of 2010.† Not all of it is input because some of it is 
surplus-value appearing as part of salaries, which is output.  The comparable total for 2011 is not 
yet available, but it can’t be much different.   

Capital in production as a percent of interest-bearing capital in circulation was therefore less than 
$5.51 / $72.8 = 7.6%. Or, for each $13.21 of interest-bearing capital prowling around in search 
of profit, there was less than $1.00 in production to create new value as the basis of profit. This 
calculation leaves out of account the fact that production capital circulates rapidly. If rapidity of 
circulation were factored in it would only increase the disproportion.  

As already noted, compensation as tracked by the BEA includes a share of surplus-value claimed 
by managerial, professional, and technical employees. If that is taken into account the 
disproportion again increases. (The numerator decreases.) It’s still a significant consideration, 
and worth some investigation. 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS,) a division of the Department of Labor tracks wages and 
salaries by occupation, according to NAICS. Hence the BLS statistical headings match up to 
those of the BEA. The BLS numbers are broken out in a way that gives a reasonably good handle 
on managerial, professional, and technical occupations. ‡ We will look at statistics for 2011. 

The BLS statistics give employment numbers in each sector and occupation, and an average 
annual salary for each. Non-supervisory production workers in manufacturing are given as 
earning $34,820 per year. We will round it up a bit to $35,000. 

Applying that standard to production of all types, with a few judgment calls here and there, gives 
a total of $181 billion of surplus value paid as compensation in 2011, of which manufacturing 
accounts for $127 billion. Subtracting the surplus-value, a production output, from $5.51 trillion 
gives $5.33 trillion in capital inputs to production.  The result is $1 in production for each $13.65 

                                                             

* The NYSE figure is posted as of May, 2012 at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Stock_Exchange, and the 
NASDAQ figure at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASDAQ  
†
 Annual_IOUse_Before_Redefinitions_1998-2010.xls 

‡ Statistics for May 2011 are posted at http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oessrci.htm#01, as of May 2012. 
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of interest-bearing capital devoted to production, an insignificant difference. The hypothesis of 
post-Adam Smith capitalism is very slightly strengthened thereby.  

The United States is not in decline. The problem is rather that it has become too developed for 

capitalism. It has accumulated too much money capital because there is too much production. 

Never has Marx’ metaphor that “the dead hand of the past weighs on the brow of the living like a 

nightmare” been more appropriate. 

The day will come when the working class seizes political power. The means of production will 
become social property. The aim of production will be human need, use-values, not exchange 
values. Interest-bearing capital and its intolerable burdens on society will disappear. Today’s 
holiest social relation will seem as absurd as emperor-worship. 

 

Development of the Forces of Production, 1948-2007 

Manufacturing decreased to 11% of GDP as of 2007. It’s not because there is less production. 
The reason is that goods have become cheaper. Even so, manufacturing value added in 2007 was 
$1.66 trillion. Taken together these things indicate an enormous development of the forces of 
production in the United States in the post-World War II period.  

A more objective picture of U.S. production is given by the chain-type quantity index for 
manufacturing published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. An index is a number set at 100 
for a base year. It gives the annual percent change going forward or backward from the base 
year. Chain-type means the index is adjusted for inflation. The term “quantity index” means the 
attempt is made to estimate goods produced apart from changes in price. The BEA’s indices are 
broken out according to the NAICS system. See Figure 3.  

Figure 3: Manufacturing Quantity Output, 1948-2007 
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In 2007 United States manufacturing industry created almost seven and one half the quantity of 
goods that it did in 1948, but with only 96% as many employees. Output rose even in the 1999-
2007 period of severe job losses. Production quantity is higher than ever. That is the bedrock 
reason why the economy fell into depression in 2008. 

The development of the forces of production also leads to the employment of fewer workers. The 
number of manufacturing workers is of particular interest. 

Figure 4: US Manufacturing Employment, 1948-2008 
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Peak employment was in 1979, at 20 million. Since then there has been a major loss of 
manufacturing jobs. The worst losses occurred from 2000 to 2007. In that period 3.4 million 
manufacturing jobs were lost, 20% of the 2000 total. Employment fell while output rose due to 
an increase in manufacturing productivity. 

Nothing compensated the workers. According to the leading experts on income distribution in 
the United States, Emmanuel Saez and Thomas Piketty, by 2005 income disparities had grown so 
bad that the richest 300,000 received more income than the poorest 150,000,000. * The top 1% 
received more than one fifth of all income. The top 10% received slightly less than one half of 
the total. The percentage going to the richest 1% had been exceeded only once before, in 1928. 
The richest one percent of the richest one percent (one ten thousandth) averaged $25.7 million. 
The pattern is: fewer production workers; more wealth; gross and worsening mal-distribution of 
wealth. 

The growth of productivity, as measured by the annual quantitative growth of output per worker, 
increased even more than quantitative growth of manufacturing. See Figure 5. 

Figure 5 

Annual Manufacturing Quantity Output per Employee 
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Each employee produced almost eight times as much in 2007 as in 1948. Yet manufacturing is 
said to have dropped as a share of GDP. The problem is that GDP measures market value. 
Increased productivity lowers prices because it means there is less labor per unit of output. The 

                                                             

* NY Times, 29 March 2007 
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cheaper goods add up to a smaller share of GDP even though there is a greater quantity of 
production.  

Value is a mystification because it is a measure of exchange-value independent of real social 
use-value. If in a given amount of time the worker makes eight times as many copper teapots as 
before the price per teapot drops. The use-value of each teapot is unchanged, however. A 
quantity index also ties in better with another aspect of overproduction, the capitalist 
overproduction of people. 

Annual manufacturing quantity output per employee rose exponentially from 1948 to 1994. It 
doubled in the 24 years from 1948 to 1972. It doubled again in the 22 years from 1972 to 1994. 
Then it rose even faster, doubling again in only 13 years from 1994 to 2007.  

If work hours have increased the standard measure of productivity, value created per hour, is 
lower than the calculation of annual production per employee. Table B-2 from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics gives average weekly hours of production and nonsupervisory employees on 
private nonfarm payrolls from 1966 through 2011. * The column for goods-producing industries 
shows little variation from a 40-hour week. Other sources say the workweek has increased 
significantly. 
 

Quantitative U.S. production grew by a respectable 578% by 2007, almost six times the quantity 
of 1948: 

Figure 6 

Quantitative Production Growth, 1948 to 2007 
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Production per employee overall grew much less than manufacturing, however, only 490% per 
employee from 1948 to 2007. The problem is construction. There was considerable growth of 
construction productivity until the early 1970s. Then it fell off. By 2007 construction 
productivity was only 67% of what it was in 1948. The usual suspect is single-family homes. 
After the early 1970s construction shifted toward housing, which is comparatively inefficient to 
build. Still the numbers for all production show the U.S. economy between World War II and 
Great Depression II show that fewer people create a great deal more wealth.  

Inequalities get worse even as production expands. If the relations of production were consistent 
with the forces of production the problems would tend to die out. Instead more and more people 
are left out of adequate employment or any employment at all. 

 

                                                             

* ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/suppl/empsit.ceseeb2.txt 
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Fewer Workers 

Therefore let us turn to the living to deepen our understanding of post-Adam Smith capitalism. 

We have seen that the accumulation of interest-bearing capital is highly disproportionate to 

production capital. But how and why has it become insupportable? The answer is that fewer 

people are needed for production.  

The absolute number of people employed in the five production sectors generally rose from 1948 

until the late 1970s. It dropped in the period 1979-2007. The percentage of employees in 

production relative to the total population has generally declined ever since 1948. 

In the post-World War II period of the United States economy the number of production workers 
has fallen steadily relative to the total population. However, the workers create more and more 
wealth. 

The BEA employment figures are inclusive. Assembly line worker, clerical person, maintenance 
worker or plant manager, if you work for General Motors they count you in. That is correct. The 
factory cafeteria worker’s job is to make the overall production process more efficient, and the 
cost of the same worker’s employment goes into the pricing of the factory’s output. Figure 7 
shows the trend in BEA numbers of the period between World War II and Great Depression II. 

Figure 7: Production and Manufacturing Employees, Pct. of U.S. Population 

 
Sources: BEA, GDPbyInd_VA_NAICS_47to77R, GDPbyInd_VA_NAICS_1998-2009 

By 2007 only 8%, one person in twelve, was employed in the five NAICS production sectors. A 
few additions can be made of farm owners and other small proprietors who expand value, 
coming to another 5.6 million. That is still less than 2% of the 2007 U.S. population, raising the 
total to 10%.  

Therefore only about one person in ten produced everything. All the buildings, cars, food, roads, 
clothes, computers, furniture, telephone poles, weapons (all too big a big part of U.S 
manufacturing), are created by this small part of the total population. 
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To put things in perspective, about 40% of the U.S. population lived on farms in 1900. Now less 
than 2% do. 

As for the large amount of foreign goods sold in the United States, everything is bought and paid 
for with money generated on the U.S. economy, i.e., from production. Large sums of from sale 
of foreign goods have gone into U.S. treasury debt but that has never particularly been a 
problem. Capitalism is not family budgeting writ large and we are not “living beyond our 
means.” Other trade and capital accounts are roughly in balance, so far as the numbers in public 
view go.  

In 2007 there were around 29 million people working in goods production in a nation of 301.6 
million. That relatively so few create all value in a country with a population and economy of 
such scale is the most important single fact of U.S. political economy at this time. 

For, all value springs from the hand of labor at the point of production of tangible goods. There 
are only so many hours in a day and only so much energy in the human body. No matter how 
many hours they are driven and how hard, only so many hours of labor can be gotten from one 
tenth of the population for purposes of extraction of surplus-value. Given the claims on 
production of the huge accumulation of interest-bearing capital, it is just not enough. Even given 
the re-introduction of slave labor in the prison-industrial complex, it is just not enough. 

The problem is not, and mark it well, that production has stagnated. The problem is that the 
forces of production have developed to a level where it has become so cheap to produce goods 
that there’s not enough profit in it. It requires too little work.  

This is exclusively and peculiarly a problem of the capitalist mode of production. In the past eras 
of slavery and feudalism it could not arise. In the radiant future era of socialism and communism 
it will be the use-values of things that count, not their illusory exchange-value. The high 
development of the forces of production will become a blessing upon humanity, not the curse 
that capitalism makes of it. 

Domestic and International Causes of Crisis 

The question of the balance between domestic and international sources of Great Depression II 

can now be addressed concretely: does swindling rage out of control primarily because of 

international economic problems of U.S. imperialism, or only secondarily? 

The affirmative answer comes down to two factors, separately or in combination. Either the 

worldwide resistance of oppressed peoples and countries has devastated U.S. imperialism 

economically; or, U.S. imperialism is otherwise unable to gain enough profit internationally to 

satisfy the gap between production and the claims of interest-bearing capital. 

It is true that United States and other imperialist countries face an unresolvable problem: 

imperialism has taught billions of people all over the world to hate it. Hence it has met with 

many disasters and setbacks in its assaults on the oppressed. Their resistance puts limits on 

profits. It’s a political problem with an economic side.  

It is extremely difficult to attach a profit-and-loss “balance sheet” to the struggle, though. Even if 

it were possible it would be irrelevant to the historical issue. The oppressed are fighting for their 

independence, for their sovereignty, for their right to live as human beings rather than slaves. 

The imperialists are in it for the money.  
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The Pentagon says powerful weapons are decisive in war. Chairman Mao says the decisive factor 

in war is people. The oppressed will fight against imperialism until it is destroyed, whether or not 

the capitalists rake in profits.  

There are entries on both sides of the imperialist ledger of profit and loss. The covert instigation 

by U.S. and European mining companies of the hideous “war for minerals” in Congo has met 

with some “success” in looting the staggering mineral wealth of that country. The down side 

includes the loss of millions of lives, but that doesn’t appear on financial statements. 

Many people have rightly decried the trillion-dollar costs of the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq. At 

this time the war against Iraq is at a halfway point, twenty years in, twenty or so to go. The 

principals will not publicly disclose the cash flow balance of war costs versus sales of plundered 

Iraqi oil. Right now, however, it is most likely positive. It doesn’t matter which way the cash is 

flowing. The Iraqi people will fight as long as they have to for the return of their independence 

and sovereignty. Their example, multiplied many times over, is why imperialism is doomed. 

Meanwhile the ruling class never acts as if it is unhappy with the overall financial costs of war. 

After all, they have too much money. War provides an outlet. The military budget increases year 

after year no matter what.  

Thus there are some “bright spots” in the imperialists’ blood-for-money operations, but the 

struggle against imperialism does not hinge on finances. What matters is the final outcome. The 

people are stronger than imperialism. They will win. The young people of today will see it. But 

we have as yet seen no reason to think that Great Depression II, which encompasses nearly all 

developed capitalist countries, does not stem primarily from internal causes. 

Still, a balance sheet of the foreign trade and international capital flows of the U.S. economy 

makes sense in principle. The difficulty is the data is unreliable. To the extent that things can be 

learned, however, there is no clear case that Great Depression II stems primarily from these 

sources.   

The United States has run unbroken deficits in trade of goods and services since 1976. Most of 

the deficit, if not all, is due to trade in goods. At this level, then, the net exchange of surplus-

value is an outflow However, exchange of goods and services is tied in with international capital 

flows and with political considerations. 

While the United States is the world’s biggest debtor nation in terms of trade, it gains political 

power because other countries want to hang onto their markets here. Also the U.S. dollar remains 

the world’s main reserve currency. Central banks in other countries keep dollars to get them by 

in a pinch. Also they can always use the dollars to buy oil. These are other reasons to stay on 

good terms with the United States. 

Subject to all of these factors trade deficit is sometimes an issue for U.S. foreign policy, but 

usually not. The evidence is that correction of trade deficit is not seen by the U.S. ruling class as 

a remedy for the pervasiveness of swindling in the financial sector. 
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Capital flows are a much more sensitive issue. In the 2000 Iraq began to sell oil for euros, 

threatening the dominance of the dollar in the international oil trade. That led directly to the 

invasion, occupation, and devastation of Iraq. In 1972 Saddam Hussein kicked the big oil cartel 

made up of Jersey Standard (Exxon-Mobil today), British Petroleum, and others out of Iraq. He 

preferred to see Iraq’s oil wealth devoted to Iraq. That is why he is another Hitler. 

Statistics on international capital flows are particularly unreliable for many reasons. A number of 

small countries owe their national existence to their usefulness as havens for secret banking, tax 

evasion, money-laundering, transfers of expenses for “regime change” and other instances of 

imperialist thuggery best kept out of public view. Trade statistics also have problems. The trade 

in illegal drugs is not reported, for one thing. Nonetheless statistics should be consulted for what 

they may tell. 

The Bureau of Census annually publishes the “Statistical Abstract of the United States.” Table 

1289 of the 2012 edition is titled “International Investment Position by Type of Investment: 2000 

to 2010.” It is published with the warning that its estimates are “subject to considerable error due 

to nature of basic data.” A sample of the data follows: 

Table 3: U.S. Investment Abroad and Foreign Investment in the U.S. for 2008 

 U.S.-owned abroad Foreign-owned in U.S. U.S. minus Foreign 

Total 13,337 16,757 -3,420 

Official, total 918 3,944 -3,026 

Private, total, 12,419 12,813 -394 

of which:    

direct investment 3,749 2,397 1,352 

bonds 1,237 3,623 -2,386 

stocks 2,748 1,850 898 

other financial 4,685 4,943 -258 

 

At the end of 2008 foreign investment in the United States was $3.4 trillion more than U.S. 

investment abroad. Most of the difference, $3.026 trillion is in the “official” category, i.e., U.S. 

government debt held by foreign governments. They hold so much U.S. government debt mostly 

to keep currency exchange rates at favorable levels.  

Somebody sells a Mercedes Benz in the U.S. for $100,000, exchanges the dollars with the 

German government for so many euros. The German government then buys U.S. treasury 

securities with the dollars, which keeps the euro exchange rate at the same level against the 

dollar. That way the U.S. price of that M-B stays at $100,000 instead of increasing. 
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It does, however, soak up a lot of the market in U.S. treasury securities, thus to worsen the 

accumulation of interest-bearing capital. In this case the numbers are reliable, and mark a 

contributing factor to the causes Great Depression II.  

About $1.5 trillion more is invested in stocks and bonds in the United States from abroad than in 

the opposite direction. Again the balance takes the form of interest-bearing capital. That 

indicates a drain on profits, another contributing factor. 

“Direct investment” means acquisition of a controlling interest in an enterprise in a foreign 

country. It is sometimes defined as acquisition of 10% or more of stock shares. The U.S. held a 

$1.35 trillion surplus in this category at the end of 2008. A considerable flow of surplus-value 

into the United States is possible. It could provide significant profit for domestic interest-bearing 

capital, a mitigating factor. The numbers might be significantly on the low side. The indication is 

of an offsetting factor to Great Depression II of an uncertain size.  

So, some factors point one way, other factors point the other way. Can it still be thought that the 

problem is that the proceeds of shady offshore banking, plunder and bloody rapine, illegal trade, 

and the like, once could pump enough profit to stave off chaos, but not any longer? The evidence 

needed to challenge the domestic factors, even taking all of the murk into account, is not there. 

The main causes of the prevalence of financial chaos are internal. 

It has been argued that the forces of production have developed to such a high level that general 

market equitability can no longer be maintained. The point becomes: what does that mean for 

real people, real life? What can be done about it?  

 

“Surplus” Population and the Prison-Industrial Complex 

More goods made by fewer people even as population grows means more people are “surplus,” 
not needed for the purposes of capital. The effect of development is “in short, to create an 
artificial over-population . . . The relative overpopulation becomes so much more apparent in a 
certain country, the more the capitalist mode of production is developed in it.” *   

That is the economic part of the explanation of the horrifying increase in the rate of 
imprisonment in the United States since the mid-1970s. Figure 8 gives the rate of state and 
federal prisoners. It does not include inmates of local jails. Other advanced industrial countries, 
like Canada, have only a small fraction of the U.S. rate. 

Figure 8: Incarceration per 100,000 U.S. Population, 1925-2008 

                                                             

*
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Source: Wikipedia 

The other part of the explanation is racism. U.S. capitalism inherited racism from the era of 
slavery, finding it useful. About half of those incarcerated are African-American, although they 
are only about one eighth of the population. Given the increase of “surplus” population it “makes 
sense” to concentrate the effects on a relatively small part of the whole. Capital transforms what 
should be a great benefit to humanity into suffering and intensified oppression.  

The development of the forces of production does not alleviate or resolve the contradictions of 
capitalism. Rather, they become more destructive.  The prison-industrial complex shows in a 
particularly striking way that, as the forces of production develop, things do not get better for the 
masses. They get worse. 

The Housing Bubble 

It has been estimated that there were 29 million people in the United States engaged in 

production in 2007. In round numbers, manufacturing workers made $35,000 per year. Taking 

that figure as a necessary minimum wage for all persons in production gives a necessary capital 

of just about a trillion dollars for U.S. goods production in 2007. Does the value expansion 

corresponding to that amount provide enough profit to sustain market equitability at an overall 

stable degree? The evidence says it does not. The most glaringly obvious case in point is the 

housing bubble, a malady shared by many countries.   

The only explanation for the housing bubble that makes any sense is that capital markets are 

flooded with too much money capital. Financial institutions don’t know what to do with it. So 

the financial system pumps trillions of dollars into the mortgage market and grossly overvalues 

home prices. The financial system blows up, triggering Great Depression II.  

The beginning of the U.S. bubble will be taken as 1997. In that year total home mortgage debt 

outstanding in the United States was $3.7 trillion. By 2007 it had increased to $10.5 trillion, a 

$6.8 trillion run-up. It’s an incredible amount of money. That amount denominated in one 

hundred dollar bills would weigh 74,800 tons.  

The housing bubble had two main characteristics. The first is that houses were sold, and as of the 

end of 2010 were still being sold, for more than their true market value. The second is that 

standards of borrower eligibility were thrown to the winds. People often had to take “liar loans,” 

in which they claimed under lender pressure to earn much more than they really did, as the only 
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way to get a mortgage. By this and other means millions of mortgages were extended to 

borrowers who lenders knew perfectly well could not pay.  

Lenders recklessly drew people into ruinous deals through crooked over-assessments of property 

values, con-man assurances that “the housing market will always rise,” “houses are worth what 

people are willing to pay” (as if entrapment of a penniless borrower in a $300,000 loan made the 

house “worth it”) and predatory manipulation of inexperienced first-time home buyers. Abusive 

sub-prime loans were particularly concentrated on African-American and Latino-American 

communities. *  

Regulators like the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Reserve Board were 

grimly determined not to find their own behinds in a phone booth. The SEC refused to 

investigate mortgage lenders whose business practices were glaringly fraudulent. In 2002 Alan 

Greenspan denied that there was a “national severe price distortion” in the home mortgage 

market even as it was happening. The bond rating agencies, Standard&Poors, Moody’s, and 

Fitch, gave AAA ratings to trash bonds issued by banks that paid them fees for the ratings. As 

well, too many professional economists were involved through consultancies and blinded 

themselves to the warning signs.  

If Hollywood had made a movie of cops working for robbers on such a scale it would have been 

a comedy. It happened anyway and it was no joke. 

The increase was financed by a process called mortgage securitization. Mortgage lenders issued 

mortgages at a breakneck pace during the housing bubble. They would collect hefty closing fees 

and other charges for their services. Then they bundled thousands of mortgages and sold them at 

a discount to investment banks.  That way the lender got its capital back and could go through 

another round of more mortgages and more fees. 

Investment banks pooled mortgages together and issue financial paper, called mortgage-backed 

securities (MBS,) against the pool. Buyers of the securities received the bulk of the income from 

the mortgage payments, and the bank would keep a slice. For example, if the average income in a 

pool was 6% the securities would pay interest at 5% and the bank kept 1%. As long as borrowers 

paid their monthly mortgage fee, it worked. Around and around it went—from lender to 

borrower, from lender to investment bank, from general investors to banks. Securitization 

pumped trillions of dollars into the mortgage market in a short time. 

The securitization process threw settled property law out of the window. A group of big 

investment banks set up the Mortgage Electronic Registration System (MERS) in 1995. It was 

supposed to simplify tracking of proper registration of mortgage ownership within the 

securitization process. There are serious allegations that registration requirements were not met 

in the securitization process, however.  Ownership of mortgage payment notes was not tracked in 

                                                             

* New York Times, “In New Jersey, Dreams of a Better Life Dashed by Foreclosure Crisis,” May 17, 2009. 
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millions of cases, leading to the still-unresolved “robo-signing” scandal. A multi-trillion dollar 

quicksand was created on the financial side.* 

Between July of 1997 and July of 1998 the CPI rose by only 1.7%. However, the authoritative 

Standard&Poors Case-Shiller Housing Price Index rose by 6.8% (national average.) The 

discrepancy got worse and worse from that point. By 2006, the year the bubble was at its worst, 

Case-Shiller had risen by 122.2% relative to 1997, but the CPI had gone up only 26.8%. In a 

nine-year period the cost of living rose only moderately but home prices went through the roof. 

The two indices are highly comparable. Purchase of a home is not a capital investment. House 

prices are a cost of living expense. Housing cost makes up 34% of the CPI. Owner-occupied 

homes are included in the CPI on a rental-equivalent basis.  

A comparison of the national Case-Shiller housing price index with the CPI follows below. The 

data begins in 1987 because that is the earliest year for which S&P provides a national average. 

Figure 9: Home and Consumer Price Increases, Percent, 1987-2010 
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(Sources: S&P Case-Shiller  Housing Price Index, US National Index Levels, Seasonally Adjusted, Q4 2010 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Price Index thru Oct 2010) 

From 1987 to 1997 increases in the two closely paralleled each other. Most of the time home 

prices increased less that consumer prices. A strong upswing in home prices began in 1997. In 

1999 the cumulative increase since 1987 was virtually the same for both indices. 

By 2006 the $100,000 house of 1987 went for $305,000. A quantity of consumer expenses that 

in 1987 went for $100,000 went for only $178,000. The house is overvalued by $127,000. 

The same comparison shows that nothing comparable to purchase price increases went on with 

                                                             

* Congressional Oversight Panel, report of Nov. 16, 2010, posted at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CPRT-
111JPRT61835/pdf/CPRT-111JPRT61835.pdf   
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rentals. Had rentals kept pace with Case-Shiller the CPI of 2006 would have increased by 121% 

over 1987. Instead the CPI only increased by 78%. The housing bubble was a financial 

phenomenon. It had very little to do with houses. 

Housing prices remained higher by this comparison even in 2010. Sooner or later prices must 

return to a level consistent with the CPI. Arbitrary pricing of major markets distorts the whole 

economy, as the financial collapse of 2008 and subsequent depression proved. 

A massive wave of foreclosures started in 2005, followed by a wave of larger and larger bank 

failures. By the time Lehman Brothers collapsed in September of 2008 the entire financial 

system was endangered. The Bush administration rewarded the perpetrators of the housing caper 

with hundreds of billions in government bailouts. There have been a few prosecutions of banks 

for defrauding big investors in the bubble. L.B. Farkas of Colonial Bank, for instance, went to 

jail for selling to investors mortgages that either he did not own or had already sold to other 

investors.  Almost nothing has been done for the immense majority of victims, the mortgage 

borrowers.   

Price fixing is illegal, at least for those who are not too big to be prosecuted. The housing bubble 

was the biggest pricing fraud, the biggest swindle of any description, in history. Nobody has 

gone to jail for selling a house that is really worth $180,000 for $300,000, although deals like 

that were foisted upon millions of borrowers.  

Home buyers need to organize and demand that mortgage lenders be prosecuted for price fixing 

and other violations of law. Lenders must be compelled to reduce mortgage principals, without 

compensation, to reflect true market value. Those already foreclosed must be made whole for 

their losses. Only in that way can the effects of the housing bubble be ended. 

Where did so much money come from? Why is it put to such crazy use? Because there is too 

much money capital, even as human needs are trampled. Nor is the housing bubble an isolated 

phenomenon. 

Booms, Busts, and Bubbles 

The housing bubble was not an isolated instance. There were ten recessions and a number of 

bubbles in the United States between 1949 and 1991. In Figure 10, GDP is denominated in 

constant 1948 dollars. In 2008 GDP was seven times that of 1948, adjusted for inflation. The 

recessions look less severe than they were, but that is due to the enormous scale of the United 

States economy. The chart shows only the time periods of the bubbles; their vertical placement 

only indicates that a bigger economy yields bigger blobs.  

Figure 10: U.S. Recessions, and a Few of the Bubbles, 1949-2008 
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Bubbles are always caused by oversupply of money on capital markets. Investors do crazy things 

to find profit. The roast pig syndrome occurs time and time again. Meanwhile interest-bearing 

capital relentlessly accumulates in spite of everything. The development of the forces of 

production does not solve the problem. It makes it worse. 

The Federal Reserve System publishes a quarterly statistical release called Z.1, Flow of Fund 

Accounts of the United States. Tables D.1 through D.3 give an accounting of debt; tables L.1 

through L.5, give breakdowns and totals for investment flows in the United States economy as a 

whole. The tables show financial chaos.  

 

Financial Frenzy 

Table L.5, Total Liabilities and Its Relation to Total Financial Assets, will be used to estimate 

total annual circulation of capital in circulation in the United States. The table adds three asset 

categories. The first is Total Credit Market Debt, from Table L.4. Then the Fed adds other 

liabilities. Last it adds financial assets not classified as debt or liabilities. The most important 

items in this last category are corporate and non-corporate equities. Annual amounts are reported 

as of the last day of the year, December 31, as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4: Totals identified to sectors as assets 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

124.0 138.8 150.8 138.7 144.4 150.9 
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Financial markets leading up to and coming out of the crash of 2008 were wildly unstable. The 

totals line of L.5 is titled “Totals identified to sectors as assets.” The numbers for 2006 through 

2010 are trillions of dollars. 

The numbers are stupendous. Circulation is $138,800,000,000,000 in 2006. The total includes 

$45.35 trillion in debt, and $55.7 in other liabilities. Additional assets are mainly corporate and 

non-corporate equities.  

The sum at the bottom of the table is carefully titled “Totals identified to sectors as assets.” The 

same dollar can show up more than once. For example, bank deposit can go into home 

mortgages, which are listed separately under debt. The original $100,000 bank deposit now 

accounts for $200,000 of capital circulation. Amounts commonly show up three or four times. 

Thus the numbers in L.5 are total annual capital circulation. 

The significance of the total is the trend of annual numbers.  From 2005 to 2007, the total 

increased by $26.8 trillion. The increase had very little to do with real assets. It means rather that 

available capital went turning over faster and faster to find profit—money chasing money to 

make a profit with little relation to production. The extreme swings of 2006-2010 reveal a 

financial system in chaos.  

Foreign-held investment in the United States is a significant part of the picture. It we will be 

shown later that it is largely balanced by U.S. investment abroad. The domestic economy is 

decisive here, not international commerce. 

From 2006 through 2008, the total assets shown in the Fed’s Table L.5 change by about $12 

trillion each year, an amount close to the U.S. GDP. The increase of 2007 is due to increases in a 

broad range of sectors. The drop of 2008 in the wake of the great crash is almost entirely due to 

losses in equities. By 2010 financial markets had largely recovered.  

Figure 11 reveals the frenzied buildup of financial activity in the last two decades. It’s a curve 

that shows up time and again in a family relationship with expenditures in the military-industrial 

complex, investment in the mortgage market, total U.S. health care expenditure, and the number 

of people in prison. 

Figure 11: Annual U.S. Capital Circulation, 1952-2009 
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Source: 2011 Statistical Abstract of the United States, Table 1165 

The annual increase is little more than inflation through the mid-1980s. Then the rate of increase 

becomes significantly greater. It goes exponential in the early 1990s. The collapse of Long Term 

Capital Management, the tech bubble, and the recession of 2001 show up in the instability of 

1998-2003. The super-exponential increase of 2004-2007 indicates the critical worsening of the 

problem of “money chasing money.” After 2007 to the present the curve is chaotic. The 

“recoveryless recovery” of 2009 and after is only the resumption of financial frenzy and a 

promise of crises to come.  

No wonder the capitalists are dead set against any increase of taxes on them. In the post-Adam 

Smith economy of fraud, gambling, etc., they need to hang onto every cent. The next dollar 

embezzled might be their own. This goes on while millions are hungry, homeless, jobless, 

imprisoned, lack medical care, and so on. Capital is social production subordinated to private 

ownership of the means of production. Profit rules everything. Human need is secondary. 

Besides bubbles and outright swindling, the military-industrial and medical-industrial complexes 

keep vast amounts of otherwise useless capital in circulation.  

 

The Military-Industrial Complex 

Dwight Eisenhower warned of the growth of the military-industrial complex in 1960, even as its 

growth was well under way. It soaks up vast amounts of capital which can be used neither for 

production nor for any other socially useful purpose. Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy analyzed the 

political economy of the military-industrial complex in their classic 1996 book, “Monopoly 

Capital.” 

The authors assert, “If one assumes the permanence of monopoly capitalism, with its proved 

incapacity to make rational use for peaceful and humane ends of its enormous productive 

potential, one must decide whether one prefers the mass unemployment and hopelessness 
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characteristic of the Great Depression or the relative job security and material well-being 

provided by the huge military budgets of the 1940's and 1950's.”  (p. 210)  

In support of the case various respectable sources including a Harvard economist, august elected 

officials, etc., are quoted in affirmation of the economic benefits of Cold War militarism. In 1954 

a news magazine rhapsodized about the explosion by the United States of the world's first 

thermonuclear bomb, saying “The H-bomb has blown depression-thinking out the window.” 

The military budget “after a dip at the end of the Korean War, resumed its rise” but “creeping 

stagnation set in all the same." The authors trace the problem to a transition to a high-tech 

military: "massed armies are giving way to highly specialized troops wielding an array of 

fantastically destructive weapons." 

The growth over time of the U.S. military budget greatly strengthens the case. The similarity of 

the curves in chart after chart is unmistakable and deeply incriminating. The more the financial 

frenzy grown the more the military budget grows. That the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are part 

of the expense is not to the point. All of the money is for war. 

Figure 12: Total U.S. Military Outlays, 1960-2010, Current Dollars 
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Source: www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2011/tables/11s0501.xls  

As well as the military buildup, Reagan gave huge tax cuts to the rich. The combination of 
revenue cuts with increased military spending drove federal debt from 32.5% to 53.1% of GDP. 
Reagan was the first post-WW II president to increase the debt to GDP ratio. 

The increase of federal debt provided investment for vast amounts of liquid funds. The wealthy 

were enabled to fund the government by lending it money instead of paying it taxes. The whole 

thing was a huge money pump for the rich that made things worse in the longer run. 

The Cold War is a thing of the past. The Soviet collapse greatly altered U.S. military 

requirements. Due to many recent defeats the military has lost considerable appeal as a source of 

employment. Yet the military budget rolls on like a great river, ever broader and ever deeper. 
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The need to keep vast amounts of capital in circulation in the absence of value creation never 

goes away. 

The United States has recently seen a political controversy over the federal debt limit that reads 

like something out of the theater of the absurd. Yet neither Republicans nor Democrats ever 

mention wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and elsewhere with a projected total cost of $4 trillion. 

Why should they complain about that? It’s something to do with the money, and it can yield 

plunder.  

Medical-Industrial Complex 

By every measure the United States spends more on health care than any other country. The 
results don’t justify it. Forty seven countries have lower rates of infant mortality, according to 
the CIA World Fact Book. The obesity rate is by far the highest in the world at more than 30%. 
Virtually everyone has health care horror stories to tell. 

Of all advanced capitalist countries only the United States has no comprehensive national public 
health care system. The government-run programs Medicare and Medicaid far outrank all private 
health care plans in every survey of public opinion, yet they are not extended to cover everyone. 
Health care insurance companies, drug companies, and health care delivery companies milk the 
trade for every cent they can get. It’s a lot. In 2010 the United States spent $2.4 trillion for health 
care.  

The problem of obesity is an example of the human costs. Canada and the United Kingdom have 
significantly lower rates of obesity than the United States. Both have effective national health 
care systems. A comprehensive national policy of obesity prevention would greatly benefit the 
masses. But, that would negatively affect the profits of the Medical-Industrial Complex, so it 
doesn’t happen. 

Serious distortions in the overall economy result. Employers are burdened with coverage costs 
that have no relation to what they do, and lead to highly uneven coverage. Over 40 million have 
no coverage at all.  

Runaway health costs pose the most serious problem for the Federal debt over the longer term. In 
response many politicians want to cut Medicare expenditures, which would only shift the 
problem elsewhere and make it worse. 

All of these things are seen clearly by vast numbers of people. Left uncorrected the abuses will 
worsen to the point of general economic crisis. The question is why, given the flagrant 
irrationality of the situation, it is so hard to make reforms. It is because there is so much capital 
that needs to make a profit without creation of value. 

A way is needed to measure the size of extortion in health care costs. The Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development publishes statistics on health care costs of its 34 
member countries. An excellent measure can be derived from the percentage of GDP spent on 
health care for each country.  

Statistics for the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada are given for each year from 
1960 to 2009. Comparison of the percentages gives a good handle on the time of origin of the 
medical-industrial complex. The comparison is independent of inflation. The percentages can 
also be used to measure the extortion. For instance, in 2009 the U.S. spent 17.4% of GDP on 
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health care; the U.K. spent 9.8% of GDP on health care and the results were at least as good. 
Therefore 7.6% of U.S. GDP was health care extortion. 7.6% of $13.9 trillion is $1.06 trillion. 

Figure 13: Excess Percent of US GDP for Health Care 
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Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

By 1980 the medical-industrial complex was well on its way. The U.S. rate was 2% higher than 
that of Canada and 3.4% higher than that of the U.K. Figure 14 shows extortion amounts by the 
method above. 

Figure 14: Comparative Excess U.S. Health Care Cost, 1960-2009, Current Dollars 
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The medical-industrial complex is an even bigger culprit than the military-industrial complex in 
finding profit without value creation. Its backers cannot turn aside. 

 

 

The Way Forward 

The more production develops the worse the contradictions become. That is not an absolute law. It is a 

law of the capitalist mode of production. Some of the main features are:               
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• Relatively fewer workers in production create more goods. 

• Labor-hours available for extraction of surplus-value decline relative to total population. 

• Relative surplus population increases. 

• Money capital and interest-bearing capital accumulate to unheard-of levels. The profit 
demands of interest-bearing capital cannot be met by value-creation from production. 

• Swindling, extortion, embezzlement, and gambling become systemic sources of profit. 

• The living standards of the masses are crushed. 

• Chaos ensues. 

 

The historically temporary nature of the capitalist mode of production is fully evident. 
Proletarian revolution is the only solution. The new, higher, classless society of socialism and 
communism is the way forward. The masses are the real makers of history. It is they who will 
find the way. It will take great struggle, great efforts, great accomplishments and great sacrifices. 
It will take a while, but on the time scale of history not a long time.  

In the meantime the masses need to eat. They need jobs. They need clothing. They need 
someplace to live. The bourgeoisie offer the masses little more than prison walls, prison food, 
and prison uniforms, or jobs killing people who never did anything to us in countries we know 
nothing about. A minimum program is an immediate need. The minimum program does not pose 
issues of capitalism versus communism. It poses the principal of market equitability versus 
swindling and extortion. 

 

A Few Points of Struggle for Economic Justice 

1. Share the wealth: tax the rich. Reinstate a maximum income tax rate of 90%, suitably 
graded. Set corporate profit tax rates to corresponding levels. Enforce these rates. 
Undertake measures to eliminate offshore banking, money-laundering, and tax havens. 

2. Share the work: on the basis of class-struggle trade unionism, reduce the work week by 
20% without reduction of weekly wages. For each four workers currently employed hire 
a fifth at the same wage level. 

3. Institute a national jobs program along the lines of the Works Progress Administration of 
the 1930s. 

4. Forbid managerial “performance bonuses” by law. 
5. Reinstate the Glass-Steagall Act. Break up the financial supermarkets with their massive 

conflicts of interest. 
6. Restrict top positions in regulatory agencies like the Securities and Exchange 

Commission to career Civil Service employees. Forbid financial sector jobs to former 
SEC employees for a period of no less than five years after leaving public employment. 

7. Uncompensated write-down of overvalued housing bubble mortgage principals to true 
market value, according to an objective standard. Demand that state attorneys general 
prosecute lenders and their financial accomplices for housing market manipulation; 
penalty upon conviction to be uncompensated write-down of principal; victims already 
foreclosed to be made whole for their losses. 
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8. Organize an Economic Justice Movement on the lines of the Civil Rights Movement of 
the 1950s and 1960s. Set up teams of Economic Justice Workers to organize local 
communities just as Civil Rights Workers did. 

9. Medicare for all! Eradicate the medical-industrial complex. 
10. Eradicate the prison-industrial complex: abolition of all mandatory-sentencing guidelines; 

abolition of all private imprisonment business; release of all prisoners sentenced for non-
violent drug-related offenses; set up employment programs to present ex-offenders with 
real choices for their futures; reduction of the rate of imprisonment to that of a civilized 
country, like Italy or Canada. 

11. Eradicate the military-industrial complex. End the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya 
immediately and unconditionally. Bring the troops home now. Reduce the military 
budget to the levels of a defense budget.  

12. A free, quality public school education must be made available to every child; end school 
segregation. 

13. Oppose and end all forms of racism and national oppression; uphold the right of self-
determination of oppressed nations. 

14. Oppose and end all demonization of ethno-religious communities. 
15. Equal human and civil rights for all persons regardless of affectional preference. 
16. Equal rights for undocumented workers; end arbitrary detention of immigrants. 
17. Organize a new mass working-class electoral party to give a real alternative to the 

Republican—Democrat duopoly, to give real representation to the masses in their 
immediate demands on the state, and to raise their class consciousness. 

18. Build a new revolutionary Marxist-Leninist Communist Party to lead the working class 
and the masses in the struggle for socialism. 
 

A people’s program of necessary reforms cannot eliminate the contradictions of capitalism. 
That is not its purpose. The aim is to break the ideological grip of the bourgeoisie over the 
masses. The process is well under way. It will rise to much higher levels. We will see the real 
power of the people. We will then clearly see the future. 

 

—David Hungerford 

 


